
Odaseva Enterprise Protection Solutions

The right solution, wherever you are on your 
data management journey
In the enterprise, data challenges are complex. The ideal foundation for your data is a system that works 
seamlessly within the broader context of your technology and your business.

Odaseva offers ready-made combinations of our products designed to solve critical enterprise data 
management challenges and deliver exceptional value at every stage of digital transformation.

Key Benefits
Avoid data loss or downtime in the event of a disaster, human error, or data breach

Anonymize sandbox data that contains PII and is accessible by third-parties

Comply with data privacy regulations like HIPAA, GDPR, and CCPA

Easily transfer data from your Salesforce org to a data lake or other data storage system 
without overusing API calls

ODASEVA ENTERPRISE PROTECTION

Start with the best defense for your data

Odaseva Enterprise Protection delivers a seamless foundation of true 

protection for your Salesforce data—going beyond simply backing up 

production data. Be a proactive steward of your data and solve data 

problems before they happen.

ODASEVA ENTERPRISE PROTECTION plus

Enhance protection for your most critical objects 

and extend the value of the data you protect

Odaseva Enterprise Plus offers an extra layer of protection for your 

most valuable data and powerful replication to get your data 

anywhere you need, quickly and effectively—even with the largest 

data volumes.



Odaseva Enterprise Protection Solutions
Odaseva Enterprise Protection Solutions are packages designed to protect your


mission-critical Salesforce data everywhere it’s vulnerable.

Backup & Restore

Sandbox Anonymization

Advanced Analytics

Odaseva API/CLI

Cloud Replication

1h High Frequency Backup

Odaseva Protection Odaseva Protection Plus

Capabilities
Best-in-class Backup & Restore ensures you can protect your data and restore it in record 
time, no matter what happens

Sandbox Anonymization allows you to give any development team fresh, comprehensive 
data to work with, without concern about breaching confidentiality

Odaseva Advanced Analytics gives you a detailed, actionable view into the health of your 
Salesforce data and the status of every backup

The Odsaeva API allows you to automate every Odaseva platform function via integrations 
with your existing systems

Cloud Replication makes it easy to move data from Salesforce to any common cloud 
platform

High-Frequency Backup ensures your most valuable data doesn’t get lost

Trusted by

Get a demo at Odaseva.com today

https://www.odaseva.com/

